CSF360: CYBER SECURITY WORKSHOP
The Presidio National Cyber Security Team has developed a free CSF360 workshop. The Cyber Security
Framework workshop is based on the NIST-CSF Framework and designed to help document and
provide a consultative, flexible and comprehensive approach to security operations enterprise-wide.
CLIENT CHALLENGE

TARGET AUDIENCE

Organizations need a comprehensive approach to Cyber Security,
but it is challenging to know where to begin. With multiple,
overlapping tools deployed in the enterprise, it can be difficult to
see the whole picture. Security talent and leadership are tough
to recruit and retain. Frequent turnover has caused many gaps in
enterprise strategies and solutions.

• Companies that may have a security project roadmap
but no formal way of measuring progress.

OUR SERVICE

• Security Leadership: CISO, CSO, CIO, CXO

Cyber Security Experts from Presidio lead a high-level discussion
using the NIST-CSF Framework. We bring stakeholders from
multiple teams together to understand your Cyber Security
posture. We will lead a discussion and interview your team in a
group setting. Our Experts will help you find the gaps in your
security technology solutions and business processes. We will
document our findings in a live whiteboard session and provide
our expert recommendations to improve security operations
enterprise-wide.

WHAT’S INCLUDED
• Interactive group whiteboard session with a Presidio
Security Practice Lead or Cyber Security Consultant
• Summary

of documented current security controls
mapping back to NIST-CSF Framework
• L ist of expert recommendations on ways to optimize
Security posture across your organization
•O
 pportunity for follow-up sessions to provide our roadmap
of suggested next steps to address current risk

KEY BENEFITS

• A common ground for Cyber Security risk management
•A
 list of Cyber Security activities that can be customized to
meet the needs of any organization
•A
 complementary guideline for an organization’s existing
Cyber Security program and risk management strategy
•A
 risk-based approach to identifying Cyber Security
vulnerabilities
•A
 systematic way to prioritize and communicate cost-effective
improvement activities among stakeholders
•A
 frame of reference on how an organization views managing
Cyber Security risk management

• Companies that have done self-assessments but would like
another pair of eyes to review their efforts.
• Companies that have policies but may not be following them
as closely as they would like
• Security Team: Architecture, Engineering, Operations,
SOC, Analyst
• Networking Team, Firewall Admins
• Data Center Team, Directory Server Admins, Email,
Identity, Access
• Application Team, DevOps, SRE

COSTS AND DURATION
• Engagement Time: 2 - 3 Hour(s)
• Remote or In-Person
• Cost: $0

WHY PRESIDIO?
Presidio’s Cyber Security organization exists to accelerate
and surpass our clients’ business objectives by building
confidence in digital interactions. We believe every
corporate role is a security role, and that everything we
do must take security into consideration. Whether
consulting on a digital transformation journey or moving
workloads into the cloud, assessing and identifying risk
is always front and center. Scaling organizational trust
and confidence while securing critical digital assets isn’t
simply something we can do, it’s inherent in what we do.

CONNECT WITH US
For more information, please contact us at:
CyberSecurity@presidio.com
presidio.com
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